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1 Introduction
The present paper addresses the curation and publication of an open dataset on Zenodo
(https://zenodo.org/) for classifying the vocabulary of the Hachidaishū (ca.905–1205).
While the dataset was mainly developed in 2009 (Yamamoto 2009), it could not be
published until now due to uncertainties in its copyright status. Even if the copyright of the
classical text itself has expired, it is still under a reprint copyright which prevents
publishing without a clear precedent. In 2016, the National Institute of Informatics (NII)
Center of Open Data for the Humanities released the Nijūichidaishū, the Japanese classics
dataset created by the National Institute of Japanese Literature (NIJL) under the Creative
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-SA 4.0) license (Kitamoto
2017), which allows us to release our dataset.
Zenodo is a data repository for researchers to store their datasets, founded in
2013 (https://www.openaire.eu/zenodo-is-launched) by OpenAIRE (Open Access
Infrastructure for Research in Europe) and CERN (European Organization for Nuclear
Research). Researchers can upload up to 50GB per dataset, regardless of their research
field, and can also cite code, datasets, or things relating to their research that are available
on Github.
We will report on the publishing of the Hachidaishū vocabulary dataset, explain
the ways in which the dataset will allow researchers to conduct semantic classification of
words in the Hachidaishū, and succintly document the dataset containing part of speech
tags and kanji readings.
2 Material
The Hachidaishū is a collection of eight anthologies of classical Japanese poetry compiled
by the order of Emperors during the 300 years from the Kokinshū (ca.905), the first
anthology written in Japanese kana characters, to the Shinkokinshū (1205).(Table 1) The
main text is based on a collection of the Nijūichidaishū created by NIJL, and the text is
now distributed by both NIJI and NII.(National Institute of Japanese Literature 2016) NIJI
provides a poem string search service. NII provides a batch download service for all text
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data along with the original images using IIIF (International Image Interoperability
Framework). The license for these texts is Creative Commons by SA 4.0 International. The
conditions for redistribution are the same.
In addition to the main texts mentioned above, we use, as reference materials, the
equivalent data to the Hachidaishu ̄ texts contained in the CDROM of the Shimpen Kokka
Taikan,(Shin-pen Kokkataikan Henshū Committee 1996) and those in the Nijūichidaishū
database.(Nakamura et al. 1999). We use them as references to attach the readings of Kanji
characters to each word.
As mentioned above, since the Hachidaishū consists of Japanese poems
published across 300 years, and each collection is published approximately 20 to 80 years
apart (42 year intervals on average), it is suitable for research into longitudinal changes in
poetic vocabulary.
Table 1: The list of anthologies in the Hachidaishū: the number of poets in each
anthlogy is based on Shimpen Kokka Taikan (Kokka Taikan Editorial Committee
1996).

3 Methods
First, we developed our own dictionary and system to divide the lines of poems of the
Kokinshu into units (Yamamoto 2007). We did not accept conjunctions or compound verbs
as valid part of speech categories, and adopted the shortest possible unit. In this way, we
completed a dictionary that describes the words and concatenation rules of the Kokinshū.
After that, the same dictionary was used to divide into units the subsequent collection, the
Gosenshū. We checked the words and concatenation patterns that were included in the
collection but were not included in the dictionary one by one, and added the missing words
and patterns to the dictionary. The same process was repeated, and the dictionary was
expanded from the Kokinshū to the Shinkokinshū according to the order of their
establishment. In order to prevent the contents added to the dictionary from affecting the
unit-divisions processed so far, and to maintain the consistency of the divided units, we
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checked each poem processed. If any differences were found with the previously processed
results, the differences were output, the content added to the dictionary was reviewed, and
the consistency of the dictionary was adjusted. The Hachidaishū Part-of-Speech Dataset
was created through the above process.
Because of the variety of notations in Japanese, a metacode was added to
indicate the word meaning according to the form in which the word appears. The metacode
indicating the lexical system is assigned by referring to the old version of the Word List by
Semantic Principles (WLSP) by the National Institute for Japanese Language and
Linguistics (NINJAL) (Nakano et al. 1994), and does not correspond to the new version
(Asahara 2016, Kato et al. 2018). The classification metacodes are newly added since there
are no metacodes for non-independent words such as particles, auxiliary verbs,
conjunctions, and proper nouns such as place names (utamakura) and personal names as
well as missing words in the WLSP.
4 Construction of two datasets
We will explain the construction of two datasets, the Hachidaishū vocabulary dataset
(vocabulary dataset) and the Hachidaishū part-of-speech dataset (POS dataset). Table 2
indicates the construction of the vocabulary dataset.
We will explain the data offset with the first line in Table 2: [01:000001:0007 A00 BG-021527-01-0102 47 き 来 く 来 き].
‘‘01:000001:0007’’ consists

A line consists of 7 columns separated by spaces. The first column

of 3 fields: 1) anthology ID as indicated in Table2, 2) number of

poem, and 3) sequential ID of the token. ID 01 indicates the Kokinshū in this case. The
second column indicates the type of token: type A is a single token; type B is a compound
token; type C is a breakdown of type B. A00 indicates a single token; A01 indicates a
single token and it has another meaning/metacode; B00 indicates a compound token; B01
indicates a compound token which has another meaning/metacode; C00 indicates the first
element of the B00/B01.. breakdown; C01 indicates the second element of the B00/B01..
breakdown. The third column ‘‘BG-02-1527-01-0102’’: classification ID based on semantic
categories according to WLSP.(Nakano et al. 1994) The fourth column indicates a POS
number used in the morphological analysis system, Chasen.(Matsumoto et al. 2002) The
fifth column indicates surface form: a form appears in literary works. The sixth column
indicates lemma in kanji writing. The seventh column indicates lemma in kana writing.
The eighth column indicates conjugated form in kanji. The nineth column indicates
conjugated form in kana.
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Table 2: Data structure of Hachidaishu vocabulary dataset; an example from the
Kokinshu ̄ Poem #1; left aligned tiny typefaces are for reference and not included in
the dataset.

Table 3 indicates the construction of the POS dataset. We take the Kokinshū,
Poem #1 as an example. It is a line, a poem. Tokens are separated by spaces. Each token
consists of part-of-speech elements separated by slashes. The first column ”10001”
contains two elements: the first digit indicates an anthology ID and the rest is a poem ID.
The second column and the followings are the information of each token. In the case of
nouns and particles, i.e., words that are not conjugated, they are shown in the following
format: text/POS/reading. In the case of verbs and adjectives, i.e., words that are conjugated,
they are shown in the following format: text/POS:lemma-kanji:lemma-reading/reading.
Table 3: Data structure of the Hachidaishu part-of-speech dataset; the first 5 digits
are the anthlogy and poem ID; upper original; lower English translation; *its POS
cannot be deterimined.
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5 How to use datasets and access the repository
The POS dataset allows researchers to count the number of tokens for each part of speech;
count the number of poems in which the word or part of speech appears; obtain the
sequence of words that appear; collect the patterns of the sequence of words; in the case of
the vocabulary dataset, to count the number of words in each semantic category, extracting
co-occurrence patterns; and so forth. A Jupyter notebook showing examples of Python
code needed to conduct some of this is provided in the Github repository alongside the
dataset.
Both the vocabulary and POS datasets can be obtained from the Zenodo
repository (Yamamoto and Hodošček 2021a,b), and from Github (URL: url
https://github.com/yamagen) as well.
There are advantages to using official repositories like Zenodo and Github: i.e., a
DOI specific to the dataset is provided immediately; various bibliographic formats such as
Mendeley, BiBTeX, etc. are available; a DOI clarifies the source of the data, ensuring that
anyone can use the same dataset and verify the results.
The whole of the dataset is downloadable without user authentication and can be
used in the user’s preferred environment. Zenodo operates under a license where the data is
intended to be downloaded and used. Since it is a portal site type repository, it may be
disseminated faster than by publishing it on a personal site. As it is linked with Github,
data can be updated and modified and the resulting changes inspected. Also, a DOI is
given for each updated version.
6 Conclusion
We published two datasets for studying the Hachidaishū vocabulary on Zenodo and
Github.We explained how they were created, their structure, how to use them, and
introduced the URLs. The copyright issue has been cleared up, and the full text is now
available and can be downloaded to promote research on classical Japanese poetic
vocabulary at various user levels. For publications using these data, see Chen et al.
(submitted to JADH2021). The datasets presented in the current paper are also licensed
under the Creative Commons by SA 4.0 International.
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